PART 6 – As humans, we love it when we can do things on our own and share that knowledge with others. In this book full of do-it-yourself, you will enjoy discovery of more methods to increase security at home and get results you desire. Will your methods go from mild or moderate to extreme?

GOAL - to help give you a feeling of safety, help you feel more secure and comfortable in your home, so that you naturally feel free to express love outward to neighbors around you because you have an inward security. You will save money knowing how to use new easy and cheap, proven and guaranteed ways to protect and defend.

You will want to carry this info to your neighborhood, watch group, social group, church meeting, school, and so on. To spread the help!

SUPPLEMENT YOUR SECURITY.

This guide will support and enhance anything you already have, your police security systems, etc. As you know, those alarm systems become ineffective during electric power failure. “You could put up a sign that says: Alarm has battery and cell phone backup. Alarm will sound even if lines are cut.” Could help,
though most security cameras fail when no power. Electricity grid will fail as will cell phone service towers.

Even though you cannot control those, you can set up and control other security points at home. This guide intends to help you when major security systems fail, and stand in as your backup plan. Therefore, with this guide as a resource, you are never without defense.

There is something you can do. Thugs, thieves, criminals and unwanted intruders and predators can easily take advantage of you when systems go down. They know home vulnerability. However, if you have indications around your residence, whether apartment or house, that you have an independent defense system, they will pass you by to go look for someone less of a potential hassle.

Criminals laugh at those signs stuck in front yard that say protected by a security company, because they know it will become instantly vulnerable and remain accessible when your area electric grid goes down, as it will from time to time, for maintenance or mechanical parts failure or other reason. Marauders will take advantage of the occurrence.

When you go on vacation, your sign does not defend your property. You may go on vacation with a feeling your home has adequate protection from placard on window and sign on stick in front yard.

Thieves love you for it. By time police or protector will arrive at your home, maybe after making a stop or two at another location, you may as well not have any warning poster. Your home has become extremely vulnerable. Don't think gangs and thugs have
not already cased these locations and vulnerable houses while waiting for something to happen with the power system, so they can quickly break and enter grabbing valuables, tools, televisions, safes, vehicles, and so on.

You read in newspapers how thugs wait for a local disaster to justify breaking and entering and robbing and looting. They don't have to wait for a riot, just for most local police cars to gather at another part of city to attend a crisis far from your residence. Then what happens to you?

With this guidebook, you can have defenses already in place that work for you even when you have left and outside resources unavailable. These self prepared defenses give clear signal you have other protection.

What burglar wants to risk dealing with tacks on fence, sharp studs on gate, thorny plants around windows, security cameras even if fake, dog bowls even if no dog, troublesome chains, and other visible threats and warnings!

To attest to the power of cheap, remember this about fake cameras: crime statistics show theft dropped 80 percent with use of dummy cameras.

In developing your self-made protections, try to avoid making a booby trap, since law warns against them. Keep in mind that such a trap relies on two features: "hidden" so no one can see it till too late, and "malicious" with intent to cause serious harm. Like a steel jawed bear trap under an innocent pile of leaves. Or setting out a welcome mat on top of plywood with sharp nails pointing up.